March 31, 2016

**Question at hand:**

On March 29, 2016 at 7:55 PM, the Student Elections Commission (SEC) received the following complaint:

Clean Slate cannot use white boards, markers, and paint that they did not purchase themselves. These white boards were purchased by student groups and therefore would be considered a not accounted for expense. The white boards were also used at the GSU for pictures. The SEC should audit Clean Slate to see if the white boards were purchased (check for receipts.

If the white boards were provided by a student group this is illegal campaigning.

**Findings:**

3/31/16

In a vote of 10-0 with no abstentions the SEC voted to award no violation points on the grounds that the white boards belonged to a campaign staffer, were lent with consent to the slate, and were returned to the campaign staffer at the end of the event.